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Abstract. The retrieval of humidity profiles from wind pro-
filer radars has already been documented in the past 30 years
and is known to be neither as straightforward and nor as ro-
bust as the retrieval of the wind velocity. The main constraint
to retrieve the humidity profile is the necessity to combine
measurements from the wind profiler and additional mea-
surements (such as observations from radiosoundings at a
coarser time resolution). Furthermore, the method relies on
some assumptions and simplifications that restrict the scope
of its application. The first objective of this paper is to iden-
tify the obstacles and limitations and solve them, or at least
define the field of applicability. To improve the method, we
propose using the radar capacity to detect transition levels,
such as the top level of the boundary layer, marked by a
maximum in the radar reflectivity. This forces the humid-
ity profile from the free troposphere and from the bound-
ary layer to coincide at this level, after an optimization of
the calibration coefficients, and reduces the error. The result-
ing mean bias affecting the specific humidity profile never
exceeds 0.25 g kg−1. The second objective is to explore the
capability of the algorithm to retrieve the humidity vertical
profiles for an operational purpose by comparing the results
with observations from a Raman lidar.

1 Introduction

Over the last 30 years, several authors (Gossard et al., 1982,
1998; Tsuda et al., 2001; Bianco et al., 2005; Stankov et al.,
1996, 2003; Furumoto et al., 2003, 2007; Klaus et al., 2006;
Imura et al., 2007) discussed the possibility of determining
the magnitude of the humidity gradient profiles from mea-

surements of zeroth, first and second moments of wind pro-
filer radars (WPR) Doppler spectra in either the ultra high
frequency (UHF) or the very high frequency (VHF) range.
The method exploits the clear-air scattering properties of
electromagnetic waves, depending on the refractive index
and consequently on the thermodynamic properties (pres-
sure, temperature, humidity) of clear air. In addition, most
of these authors demonstrated the possibility to retrieve hu-
midity profiles by combining radar measurements with si-
multaneous measurements from other sensors, i.e., in situ
radiosonde observations at a poorer time resolution (Tsuda
et al., 2001; Stankov et al., 2003; Furumoto et al., 2006) or
remote measurements, such as temperature profiles from a
radio acoustic sounding system (RASS; Tsuda et al., 2001),
observations from a microwave radiometer profiler (Stankov
et al., 1996; Gossard et al., 1998; Bianco et al., 2005; Klaus
et al., 2006), precipitable water vapor measurements from
a global positioning system (GPS) receiver (Gossard et al.,
1999; Imura et al., 2007) or a combination of these measure-
ments. The method was considered to be promising for an
operational implementation, providing the benefit of a finer
time resolution, compared to the conventional radiosonde ob-
servations.

However, as far as we know, no successful attempt to ap-
ply this method to operational observations has been reported
in literature. The first hurdle is related to the lack of self-
consistency of the method and the required synergy between
various instruments. Another difficulty is represented by the
necessity to carry out accurate measurements of the first three
radar Doppler spectra moments, with an accurate calibration
of the radar-backscattered power (zeroth-order moment) and
a careful post-processing of the radar observations. The latter
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is needed to guarantee that the velocity and width of the spec-
tral peak (first- and second-order moment, respectively) are
not disturbed by external contamination such as ground clut-
ter, radio frequency interferences and spurious echoes like
birds. In addition, the relationship between the refractive in-
dex and the radar reflectivity is valid only in clear-air con-
ditions and this may raise difficulties when rainfall is mixed
with clear air1. In contrast, smaller and saturated particles
are considered as cloud particles. Radars emitting around
1.3 GHz (UHF) are more sensitive to rainfall than those emit-
ting around 440 (UHF) or 45 MHz (VHF) and require a care-
ful processing to separate multiple-peak signals in the vicin-
ity of rainfall events. The final hurdle is represented by the
fact that the procedure to determine the humidity profile from
the humidity vertical gradient measured by the WPR is not
straightforward and the different steps of the process are typ-
ically a source of accumulated errors.

In this study, we use WPR observations at 1274 MHz
(UHF) collected under a variety of atmospheric conditions
at mid-latitudes locations and discuss how we cope with the
above-mentioned difficulties. UHF measurements are com-
bined with consecutive radiosonde observations, spaced 6 h
or longer, to retrieve high-resolution atmospheric humidity
profiles. Section 2 provides the theoretical background for
the algorithm used to retrieve the humidity profile, which is
based on the method developed by Tsuda et al. (2001). In
our modified approach, we introduce a new constraint to in-
tegrate the humidity gradient vertical profile, which is the
level of transition identified by a reflectivity maximum. This
level corresponds either to the top of the mixed or residual
layer or to a temperature and/or humidity discontinuity. This
approach modification was revealed to be crucial to improve
the quality of the results. Section 3 illustrates the experimen-
tal sites, the encountered meteorological conditions, the in-
struments involved in the study and the data processing ap-
plied on the WPR measurements. Section 4 illustrates the re-
sults of our algorithm under three categories of atmospheric
conditions (encountered in the three different datasets) and
discusses the calibration coefficients used for each dataset in
relation to the coefficient values found in the literature. Fi-
nally, in Sect. 5, we apply our method to the retrieving of
high-resolution humidity profiles between two consecutive
radiosonde observations and discuss the possibility of using
it as an operational product. For one specific dataset we took
advantage of the measurements of a ground-based Raman li-
dar located close to the WPR to validate the high-frequency
(15 min) humidity profiles retrieved by our algorithm.

1We consider as rainfall the droplets whose size is large enough
to be detected by WPRs (typically larger than 100 µm; Ralph, 1995).

2 Theoretical background

The refractive index of the air, n, or refractivity N = (n−
1)106, depends on atmospheric thermodynamic properties
(Gossard and Sengupta, 1988):

N = 77.6
P

T
+ 3.73 × 105 e

T 2 , (1)

where T is temperature (K), P is atmospheric pressure (hPa)
and e is water vapor partial pressure (hPa). We can also ex-
press N in terms of specific humidity, q (kilograms of wa-
ter vapor per kilogram of moist air). q is the parameter we
aim to retrieve in the present work. Using the approximation
q = 0.622 e

P−0.378e ' 0.622 e
P

, Eq. (1) becomes

N = 77.6
P

T
+ 5.99 × 105 Pq

T 2 . (2)

The vertical gradient of refractivityM (m−1) can be calcu-
lated by applying the following linearized equation for small
perturbations (Gossard and Sengupta, 1988):

M =
∂N

∂T

dT
dz
+
∂N

∂q

dq
dz
, (3)

where

∂N

∂T
=−77.6

P

T 2 − 1.2 × 106 Pq

T 3 , (4)

∂N

∂q
= 5.99 × 105 P

T 2 . (5)

Equation (3) leads to

M =
dN
dz
=−77.6

P

T 2
dT
dz
− 1,2 × 106 Pq

T 3
dT
dz

+ 5.99 × 105 P

T 2
dq
dz
, (6)

which shows that the refractivity vertical gradient consists
of 3 different terms: the temperature gradient term (term 1),
the humidity term (term 2) and the humidity gradient term
(term 3). As underlined by Tsuda et al. (2001), term 1 may
be dominant under dry conditions such as winter conditions
at mid-latitudes or in the upper atmosphere. They also found
that term 2 usually contributes less than 10 %, even close to
the surface where q is the larger. The dominant contribution
of term 3, depending on dq

dz , allows one to solve very easily
the first-order differential Eq. (6) (Tsuda et al., 2001). Some
authors (Gossard et al., 1998; Stankov et al., 2003) assume
that the partial derivatives in Eqs. (4) and (5) are constant and
can be estimated from standard atmosphere profiles. This as-
sumption also imposes the neglect of the contribution by the
second term. In this paper we do not make this assumption,
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especially because one of our datasets is characterized by rel-
atively moist conditions near the surface, which forces us to
consider all three terms in Eq. (6). As also demonstrated by
Tsuda et al. (2001), the differential Eq. (6) can be solved after
introducing the Brunt–Väisälä frequencyNBV (s−1) given by

(NBV)
2
=
g

θ

dθ
dz
= g

dlnθ
dz

, (7)

where θ =
(

1000
P

)2/7
and g are the air potential temperature

(K) and the acceleration of gravity (9.8 m s−2), respectively.
This leads to

M = 5.99 × 105 P

T 2
dq
dz
− 1.2 × 106 Pq

T 2
(NBV)

2

g

− 77.6
P

T

(NBV)
2

g
, (8)

which can be rewritten (Tsuda et al., 2001) in the form

dq
dz
+A(z)q = B(z), (9)

where

A(z)=−2
(NBV)

2

g
, (10)

B(z)= 1.65
T 2

P
M +

1
7750

(
dT
dz
+0

)
, (11)

where 0 = 9.8×10−3 K m−1 is the dry adiabatic temperature
lapse rate. Tsuda et al. (2001) provided the following final
form for Eq. (9):

q(z)= θ2
z∫

zo

(
1.67 × 10−6 MT

2

P
+

1
7750

dθ
dz

)
θ−2 dz+ qo,

(12)

with qo being the humidity at level zo, where the integration
is initialized.

Following Tsuda et al. (2001), Furumoto et al. (2006),
Klaus et al. (2006) and Imura et al. (2007) used Eq. (12) to
compute humidity profiles. We are also using this equation
in the present work.

The next step is to relate M to the radar characteris-
tics. In clear-air or cloudy conditions (precipitation-free at-
mosphere), UHF-range and VHF-range profilers detect the
fluctuations of refractive index with a scale of one-half the
radar wavelength, through the following expression (Otter-
sten, 1969):

η = 0.38 C2
n λ
−1/3, (13)

where η is the volume reflectivity for the turbulence echo
(m−1), depending on the radar return signal power, λ is
the wavelength and C2

n is the turbulence structure parameter
(m−2/3) for the radar refractive index. Gossard et al. (1982,
1998) found that, for homogeneous isotropic turbulence in
a horizontally homogeneous medium with vertical gradients
of mean properties, the squared vertical gradient of potential
refractivity (potential refractivity is the value of N for an air
parcel moving adiabatically from its ambient level to the ref-
erence level – 1000 hPa – without loss or gain of moisture)
is

(
d8
dz

)2

=

(
Lw

Lφ

) 4
3
(

dV
dz

)2
C2
n

C2
w

. (14)

According to Tatarskii (1971), Lw
Lφ

is the ratio of two outer
length scales, for shear (Lw) and for potential refractive in-
dex (Lφ). Gossard et al. (1982) provided an empirical for-
mulation for this ratio which they refined in Gossard et al.
(1998). They found this ratio to be very small in stable lay-
ers and large in zones with near-neutral stability, with values
ranging between 2 and 6. In this expression dV

dz is the vertical
shear of the horizontal wind vector:

(
dV
dz

)2

=

(
du
dz

)2

+

(
dv
dz

)2

, (15)

where u and v are the horizontal components of the wind. In
Eq. (14), C2

w is the structure parameter of vertical velocity,
which can be expressed in term of the dissipation rate of the
turbulent kinetic energy ε (m2 s−3) through the expression
C2
w =

4
3 × 2.1× ε

2
3 (where 2.1 is the Kolmogorov constant).

Assuming that M2
=

(
d8
dz

)2
, Eq. (14) gets the form

C2
n = α

2 ε
2/3M2(

dV
dz

)2 . (16)

Here, the first three moments of the radar spectral data are
involved. Specifically, C2

n is related to the zeroth moment
since the volume reflectivity η in Eq. (13) is proportional to
the backscattering signal power. The coefficient of propor-
tionality K between η and the backscattering signal power
depends on the radar properties, including the antenna effi-
ciency, receiver bandwidth, system noise power and losses in
the transmission lines. In most studies, K is not known since
the radar is not calibrated, so K is included in the term α2 of
Eq. (16).

The horizontal wind V is determined from the first-order
moment, i.e., the Doppler shift in the spectral data, obtained
at the end of the radar computation process. ε is related to the
estimation of the second-order moment, i.e., the broadening
of the radar spectra.
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Let us now discuss the coefficient α2. Assuming the radar
to be calibrated, so that K is known and the structure coef-
ficient C2

n is an absolute value, Gossard et al. (1998) took
a constant value for α2 of 0.44 regardless of the M2 profile
and the considered level in the profile. This value is obtained
by comparing refractive index profiles obtained from balloon
measurements to those estimated by a 440 MHz UHF radar,
after an accurate post-processing of the first- and second-
order moments of the spectral data and an accurate radar cal-
ibration (that provided K). In fact, they measured an average
value for Lw

Lφ
of 4, which, after Gossard et al. (1982), should

be considered as a conservative value under steady condi-
tions.

Following Ottersten (1969), Gossard et al. (1982) and
Stankov et al. (2003) used another expression for the turbu-
lence structure parameter, based on the energy equation:

C2
n = a

2 ε
2/3 M2(

dV
dz

)2 (1−Rf)
−1, (17)

where Rf is the flux Richardson number. They indicate that
this relation is valid under fairly general assumptions inside
regions of large kinetic energy transfer from shear into tur-
bulence. A value of 2.8 is used for a2.

For the specific case of a free troposphere which is hydro-
statically stable most of the time and where the turbulence is
known to be intermittent (in time and space), VanZandt et al.
(1978) refined this relation by inserting F , a “filling factor”,
which accounts for the turbulent fraction of the backscatter-
ing volume. Based on the introduction of this factor, the ex-
pression for the turbulence structure parameter has the form

C2
n = 2.8

ε2/3 M2(
dV
dz

)2 (1−Rf)
−1 F 1/3. (18)

VanZandt et al. (1978) provided an estimation of F based
upon a simple model for the statistical distribution of wind
shear and potential temperature gradient. The comparison
of Eqs. (16) and (18) reveals that α2 should depend on the
stability conditions in both the atmospheric boundary layer
(ABL) and free troposphere and also on the filling factor in
the free troposphere. In agreement with the concept of filling
factor, Gossard et al. (1999) noticed that α2 could depend
on anisotropy or turbulence unsteadiness. Tsuda et al. (2001)
considered that α2 is not constant and requires calibration,
even if the radar calibration coefficient K is known. In the
present work, we will pay special attention to the coefficient
α2.

To summarize, the first three moments of the radar spec-
trum allow us to determine M2 (Eq. 16), provided that α2

is known. The sign of M remains, however, ambiguous. In
most cases it is negative, but it can become positive under

clouds or in locally dry layers. Supposing that the ambiguity
is resolved, the computation of q through Eq. (12) requires
the knowledge of the initial condition qo and of the potential
temperature and pressure profiles (or at least an estimation of
the air density at the surface to derive the pressure from the
temperature profile). As underlined by Klaus et al. (2006),
the estimation of a single humidity profile requires simulta-
neous measurements of four data inputs, in addition to the
radar measurements.

As already mentioned in the Introduction, several authors
proposed to get the temperature profiles from simultaneous
RASS observations and the initial density and humidity con-
ditions from a meteorological station at the surface. This,
however, raises an issue since the first radar gate is not at the
surface and since the signal-to-noise is sometimes disturbed
at the lower gates.

Other authors used the combination of radar wind profilers
and ground-based microwave radiometers, the latter provid-
ing both temperature and humidity profiles, but at a coarser
vertical resolution than the profiler vertical resolution. The
first advantage of this method is represented by the possibil-
ity to calibrate the radar estimate of the |M | value using the
radiometer integrated humidity on the air column. The sec-
ond advantage is represented by the possibility to determine
the sign ofM from the radiometer humidity profile, as in fact
this sign is the same as the sign of the humidity gradient or
negative if the humidity gradient is negligible.

The integrated value of humidity on the air column can
also be obtained from the GPS data and is sometimes used
as a constraint for the calibration of |M |, provided that at
least one in situ humidity profile is available (e.g., from a ra-
diosonde) to calculate the amount of the integrated humidity
in the height range where the profiler identifies echoes rela-
tive to the total column integrated humidity. This method also
assumes that this contribution is constant, which is a rough
hypothesis and difficult to fulfill, especially because of the
variability in the radar detection height.

Finally, another method consists in using radiosonde pro-
files with low time resolution (6 or 9 hourly) to initialize q,
calibrate M and provide the temperature and pressure pro-
files. Then the objective with the radar is to provide in-
termediate profiles with a finer time resolution. This is the
method we decided to use in the present work. In addition,
we propose two refinements. Usually, the integration shown
in Eq. (12) is initialized at the lowest gate measured by the
radar, or, if the latter is too high and observation not avail-
able, at the upper boundary where q becomes nearly zero
(Tsuda et al., 2001). Here, we make two integrations. The
first is started near the first radar gate, which is between
150 and 375 m above ground level (a.g.l.) according to the
radar and the measurement mode (see next section), while the
second is started at the upper boundary of the radar profile,
which is never the same since it depends on the backscattered
echo power (the detectability is enhanced under moist condi-
tions and reduced under very dry conditions). Both integrated
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profiles are adjusted (by joining the points) at a characteris-
tic height that we will call Hlim. Hlim may correspond to the
top level of the ABL, under unstable conditions, or at least
to a strong moisture gradient under neutral or stable condi-
tions. This level is easily detected by the WPRs, since it cor-
responds to a local maximum in the radar reflectivity profile.
Hlim has been used for the past 20 years to monitor the depth
of the mixed ABL (Angevine et al., 1994; Heo et al., 2003).

Since this level can demarcate two regions of the low tro-
posphere, potentially characterized by drastically different
turbulent conditions, we decided to compute α2 indepen-
dently in both part of the profiles: below and above Hlim.
α2 was determined in each of these regions by comput-
ing M2

RS/M
2
r . M2

RS is calculated from the radiosonde data
through Eq. (6) andM2

r from the WPR data through Eq. (16).
This calibration step could have exempted us from calibrat-
ing the WPRs. Finally, it is to be pointed out that, in our
method, we also use the sign of the balloon humidity gradi-
ent to determine the sign of M .

3 Experiments, sites, instruments and radar data
processing

3.1 Field experiments, measurement sites, instruments
and radar data processing

Data were collected during three field experiments charac-
terized by drastically different atmospheric conditions. The
first experiment, the Boundary-Layer Late Afternoon and
Sunset Turbulence (BLLAST; Lothon et al., 2014), took
place during the summer period in June 2011, at the Lan-
nemezan Atmospheric Research Center (43.13◦ N, 0.13◦ E;
elevation 595 m) at the Pyrenean foothills, and was char-
acterized by typical fair weather convective boundary layer
conditions found at mid-latitudes. The second campaign was
the first Special Observing Period of the Hydrological cycle
in Mediterranean Experiment (HyMeX SOP1), which took
place over the western part of the Mediterranean basin dur-
ing fall 2012 (Ducrocq et al., 2014). In this case the radar
was installed in an atmospheric “supersite” located in Can-
dillargues (43.6◦ N, 4.07◦ E; elevation 2 m) in the proximity
of the seaside. The aim of the experiment was to study the up-
stream dynamical conditions linked to the initiation of strong
rainfall events inland. The preferred situations were those
when warm, moist and unstable air masses were advected
from the sea. The third experiment was the second Special
Observing Period of HyMeX (HyMeX SOP2), which was
held during winter 2013, to study the mechanisms of air–sea
exchanges in case of strong offshore winds (Estournel et al.,
2016). The radar site was the same as for HyMeX SOP1.

3.2 Instruments

During these three experiments, intensive radiosounding
(RS) operations (3 or 6 hourly) were performed with the

purpose to monitor the atmospheric diurnal cycle. MODEM
M2K2 and Vaisala RS92 (OYJ DigiCORA V3.64/RS92-
SGP) radiosondes were used for BLLAST and HyMeX, re-
spectively. The accuracy of the RS92 humidity measure-
ments has been assessed by Miloshevich et al. (2006), based
on the comparison of these measurements with those simul-
taneously performed by a reference sensor of known abso-
lute accuracy (a cryogenic frost point hygrometer) deployed
on the same balloon. In the low troposphere, as considered in
the present study, they found that the mean accuracy in the
relative humidity measurements (with respect to the abso-
lute sensor measurement) is always lower than 5 %. In 2010,
the World Meteorological Organization conducted a new in-
tercomparison experiment in China (Nash et al., 2011). Ac-
cording to these authors, the Vaisala RS92 version tested in
China showed a systematic error of less than 2 % and a ran-
dom error of ' 5 % in relative humidity measurements in
daytime and nighttime, from the surface to the low strato-
sphere, in clear-air or cloudy conditions. During this exper-
iment, the MODEM M2K2 radiosonde was also compared
to a set of different radiosondes, including the Vaisala RS92.
According to Nash et al. (2011), MODEM nighttime mea-
surements had large positive biases (larger than 10 %) for
most of the time in the lower and middle troposphere. MO-
DEM radiosondes were also found to suffer from evaporative
cooling when emerging from a cloud layer and to overesti-
mate relative humidity by 6 % at night for relative humidi-
ties in the range 90–100 %, i.e., in cloudy air. Luckily the
BLLAST measurements, in contrast to the HyMeX obser-
vations, were systematically carried out in clear air, which
mitigated the uncertainties in the MODEM measurements.

WPRs in the framework of BLLAST and HyMeX were de-
ployed by the Centre de Recherches Atmosphériques (Labo-
ratoire d’Aérologie) and the Centre National de Recherches
Météorologiques (Météo-France), respectively. Both profil-
ers are five-beam model PCL 1300 manufactured by Degre-
ane. A detailed description of the WPRs, their main working
parameters and the processing methods are provided in Saïd
et al. (2016). Both radars were operated almost continuously
at both sites over long periods (exceeding 18 months). For
the purpose of this work, we will concentrate on the data col-
lected from 19 June to 6 July 2011 during BLLAST, from 13
September to 5 November 2012 during HyMeX SOP1 and
from 1 February to 15 March 2013 during HyMeX SOP2.
Two operational modes were considered. The first mode (low
mode), associated with a pulse length of 0.5/1 µs, sampled
the lower troposphere from 75/150 m a.g.l. to 5/5.7 km a.g.l.
(for BLLAST/HyMeX, respectively). The second mode
(high mode) was specified for higher altitude sampling, from
150 m to 8 km a.g.l., and a pulse length of 2.5 µs was con-
sidered for both experiments. The vertical resolution was
75/150 m (for BLLAST/HyMeX, respectively) in low mode
and 375 m in high mode. The high mode was oversampled
and provided data every 150 m. The inter-pulse period (IPP)
was 40/45 µs (for BLLAST/HyMeX, respectively) in low
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mode and 80 µs in high mode for both experiments. The radar
beam was steered into five directions: one vertical and four
oblique directions at zenith angle of azimuths spaced 17 and
90◦. The beam width was 8.5◦, which was narrow enough to
enable accurate measurements of the Doppler spectral width
in the low troposphere.

In the frame of HyMeX SOP1, the ground-based Uni-
versity of Basilicata Raman lidar system BASIL (Di Giro-
lamo et al., 2009) was deployed in Candillargues and oper-
ated from 5 September to 5 November 2012, collecting more
than 600 h of measurements, distributed over 51 measure-
ment days and 19 intensive observation periods (Di Giro-
lamo et al., 2016). BASIL makes use of a frequency-tripled
Nd:YAG laser source, emitting pulses at 355 nm, with a sin-
gle pulse energy of 500 mJ and a pulse repetition frequency
of 20 Hz (average power at 355 nm: 10 W). The receiver
consists of a Newtonian telescope (primary mirror diame-
ter: 45 cm, f/2.1). The major feature of BASIL is repre-
sented by its capability to perform high-resolution and ac-
curate measurements of atmospheric temperature and water
vapor mixing ratio (kilograms of water vapor per kilogram
of dry air), both in daytime and nighttime, based on the ap-
plication of the rotational and vibrational Raman lidar tech-
niques, respectively (Di Girolamo, 2004; Di Girolamo et al.,
2009). Besides temperature and humidity, BASIL can also
provide measurements of particle backscatter, extinction and
depolarization at several optical wavelengths. Based on an
integration time of 5 min and a vertical resolution of 150 m
(which are the resolutions of the lidar data used in this pa-
per), the typical daytime precision in water vapor mixing ra-
tio measurements is 0.2 g kg−1 up to 3 km and 0.3 g kg−1 up
to 5 km, while the typical nighttime precision is 0.05 g kg−1

up to 3 km and 0.005 g kg−1 at 10 km (Di Girolamo et al.,
2016). In the following, we will use the symbol q for both
specific humidity and water vapor mixing ratio, since the per-
centage deviation between the two is rarely exceeding 1 %,
even in case of large humidity concentrations, which is far
less than the systematic and statistical uncertainties affecting
the lidar mixing ratio measurements. During HyMeX SOP1,
BASIL measurements of humidity were calibrated based on
the comparison with simultaneous radiosondes (the RS men-
tioned above) launched from a facility located approximately
100 m away from the lidar. A mean calibration coefficient
was estimated by comparing BASIL and radiosonde data at
all times when BASIL was running (approximately 50 com-
parisons).

3.3 Radar data processing

The radar time series were coherently averaged to reduce the
computing time while preserving signal detectability. The
number of coherent integrations (NCI) was calculated for
each cycle of 10 beams (five-beam steering in two modes),
according to the wind speed measured during the former cy-
cle, to optimize the Nyquist interval. To obtain radial velocity

spectra, 128-point Fourier transforms of the finite time series
were applied. Finally, an incoherent integration of 30 con-
secutive spectra was made to improve the signal detectabil-
ity. In case of rainfall, IPP was enlarged, NCI changed and
backscattered power reduced to avoid second trace echoes or
saturation. This first step in raw data processing was made
with the software provided by the manufacturer and imple-
mented in the radar sites. One full cycle was achieved every
4 to 5 min (according to NCI) and represented 12 to 15 min
observations.

The second step, called consensus, was processed in real
time and also post-processed at the Laboratoire d’Aérologie.
The purpose of the consensus data processing is to deter-
mine the meteorological spectral peak among the four more
powerful peaks of the Doppler spectra at each range gate.
The method is fully described in Saïd et al. (2016). Special
care was devoted to the separation between the meteorologi-
cal peak and ground clutter echoes or the separation of indi-
vidual echoes from a multiple-echo peak. This was decisive
to provide an accurate spectral width of the Doppler peak,
used to compute the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic en-
ergy, ε. Furthermore, special tests were performed to separate
clear-air spectra from precipitation spectra, using informa-
tion from the four moments of the vertical velocity. Finally,
in the data post-processing we manually flagged out the spec-
tra disturbed by birds that were frequent at night during the
fall and late winter seasons of HyMeX, which coincided with
migration periods.

3.4 Processing of the dissipation rate of turbulent
kinetic energy

The dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy ε was com-
puted according to the method and coefficients proposed
by Jacoby-Koaly et al. (2002). Following Doviak and Zr-
nic (1984), Hocking (1988), Gossard et al. (1998) and White
et al. (1999), they determined ε through the estimation of the
broadening of the Doppler spectrum peak. The broadening
of the spectrum also had to be corrected for contributions
due to shear, to the antenna beamwidth and to the filtering
effects of the Doppler spectrum. We chose to derive ε from a
combination of the estimations obtained from the vertical ve-
locity spectrum with the median of the estimations obtained
from the oblique velocity spectra. This method had been pre-
viously assessed by Jacoby-Koaly et al. (2002).

3.5 Radar calibration

Both radar were calibrated according to the method proposed
by Campistron and Réchou (2012) and improved by Camp-
istron et al. (2013). The calibration is based on the com-
parison between rain rate measured by the profiler and rain
gauge at the ground. The height of the radar data is taken as
low as possible considering signal saturation, receiver lin-
earity and ground clutter. Usually the best level is found
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around 600 m a.g.l. Long-lasting stratiform precipitation pe-
riods were chosen to avoid the presence of strong vertical air
velocities. Also, high relative humidity periods were selected
to minimize rain modification during its fall.

Following Ulrich (1983), Campistron et al. (2013) as-
sumed that raindrop size distribution follows a gamma func-
tion with two parameters that have to be determined. The
drop fall speed in still air can be related to the droplets’ di-
ameter taking into account the change of density with height
(Atlas et al., 1973; Foote and Du Toit, 1969). The param-
eters of the gamma distribution can be obtained using the
mean vertical velocity and the radar reflectivity factor (Chu
and Su, 2008). Finally, the rain rate is derived by integrating
the droplets’ distribution over the diameter interval supposed
to extend from zero to infinity.

During each of the rainfall events selected for the calibra-
tion, the radar constant was modified until the best agree-
ment was found between rain gauge and radar measurements.
An average of the results was retained as the final calibra-
tion constant. As stated before, the WPRs used in the frame-
work of BLLAST and HyMeX had provided longer datasets
than the datasets we refer to for the present work. That is
why we had no difficulty in finding several stratiform con-
ditions to achieve the calibration. The calibration was done
for the BLLAST and HyMeX radars in low mode and for the
BLLAST radar also in high mode. For each radar and each
operation mode, the variability of the calibration coefficients
K induced by the calibration method never exceeded 12 %,
which is small relative to the variability of the coefficients α2

that will be discussed further on (see Sect. 4.3).

3.6 Data conditioning for the humidity gradient
retrieval

During BLLAST, the balloon took around 4 min to cross the
ABL, whose top level was typically situated at level 2000 m
above sea level (a.s.l.; 1400 m a.g.l.). Within the ABL, the
wind remained weak (around 4 m s−1), which corresponded
to the preferred conditions for the experiment (clear air, an-
ticyclonic conditions). A nocturnal low level jet sometimes
occurred at night, but it was seldom stronger than 6 m s−1.
During the first 4 min, the balloon drifted horizontally by
1 km from the release site, located nearby the radar site
(150 m). The balloon reached the typical maximum height of
the BLLAST radar soundings (4 km) in 17 min (from the re-
lease), which corresponds approximately to three full cycles
of the profiler. Therefore, for the humidity gradient compar-
ison we used 15 min of radar data, during which the balloon
drifted horizontally between 5 and 15 km from the radar site,
according to the wind conditions in the free troposphere. At
a level of 2 km, the horizontal coverage of radar observations
was as small as 625 m, while it was twice as large at a height
of 4 km.

During HyMeX SOP1, as anticipated before, the lowest at-
mospheric layers were mainly characterized by marine con-

ditions, with southerlies or easterlies reaching 10 to 20 m s−1

in the lowest 1–2 km (a.g.l. and a.s.l.). At this time of the
year (fall season), the conditions were not propitious for
sea-breeze development and mixed boundary layers had few
opportunities to develop. Above 1 or 2 km, the wind con-
ditions changed to the typical mid-latitude westerlies. The
wind speed was never exceeding 25 m s−1 at 5 km, which
was the maximum height reached by the radar echoes during
SOP1 (moister conditions than during BLLAST and so better
detectability of the echoes). The balloons typically took 5.5
and 14.5 min to reach the heights of 2 and 5 km, respectively.
14.5 min correspond to almost three full cycles of the radar.
Due to the shear in the wind direction, the maximum drift
of the balloon during its ascent was 10 km from its release
point.

The radiosonde data were averaged by slices of 75 or
150 m (according to the radar vertical resolution), centered
on the radar gates levels. This was revealed to be a better
choice than interpolating the radar data but could yield some
slight discrepancies in case of sharp humidity gradients.

We carefully interpolated the radar measurements to fill
some gaps in the data. Profiles with gaps larger than 750 m
were excluded from further analysis. Second-order radar es-
timations (vertical shear and ε) were smoothed to avoid
sharp local derivatives. Since 1274 MHz WPRs are sensi-
tive to both turbulence and raindrops, individual profiles were
also checked to remove those contaminated by precipitation
echoes (essentially during HyMeX SOP1). However, we kept
the profiles for which the precipitation echoes were confined
within a limited number of levels and the measured vertical
velocity did not exceed 0.5 m s−1.

4 Radar humidity profiles versus radiosonde profiles

4.1 Some adjustments to improve the method

Before providing detailed humidity profiles between consec-
utive radiosoundings, we had to check how the humidity pro-
files retrieved by the radar were consistent with the initial ra-
diosonde profiles. This took the longest time to perform since
it required several adjustments.

The first adjustment was already mentioned in Sect. 2. We
solved the sign ambiguity on M (since the radar provides
M2) by assigning toM the sign provided by the RS observa-
tions (Eq. 6). Figure 1 illustratesM and q profiles before and
after the correction. We had initially assigned a negative sign
to M , which had revealed to be relevant for most of HyMeX
SOP1 conditions, where the source of humidity is close to the
surface (maritime air masses) and decreases with the height.
There were, however, situations, during either BLLAST or
HyMeX, when drier layers disrupted this negative gradient.
We show an example from BLLAST in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1a,
M is computed from Eq. (6) for the RS observations (red
line) and extracted from Eq. (16) for the radar (black line),
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Figure 1. Vertical profiles of refractivity gradient (a, b) and humidity (c, d) using a systematic negative sign forM (a, c) or after assigning to
M the sign ofM provided by the RS observations (b, d). RS values (q-RS) are red solid lines and radar values (q-Radar) are black solid lines.
The thin red lines (int-q-RS) identify the humidity profiles retrieved from the integration of MRS after averaging the RS observations by
slices of 75 m, to match the vertical resolution of the radar. The red dashed line (qsat-RS) is for the saturated humidity profile. The horizontal
dashed line delineates Hlim, the transition level used to separate the upper and lower part of the profile. The two values of α2 (calibration
coefficients), over or below Hlim, are also indicated.

assuming a constant negative sign on the whole profile. The
resulting radar humidity profile shown in Fig. 1c rapidly de-
viates from the observed profile (RS profile) and maintains
the deviation, in both the upper or lower parts of the profile.
The downward and upward integrations computed to retrieve
q are connected at Hlim= 1745 m, which corresponds to a
maximum in the radar reflectivity profile and to a change in
the observed humidity profile. The approach to select this
level will be discussed later on. The successive changes in
the sign ofM are taken into account in Fig. 1b. The resulting
radar humidity profile is clearly improved (Fig. 1d). The thin
red lines in Fig. 1c and d represent the humidity retrieval as
obtained from the integration ofMRS, after averaging the RS
observations by slices of 75 m, to match the vertical resolu-
tion of the radar. The discrepancy between the two red lines
can be considered as a systematic error associated with the
loss in vertical resolution linked to the 75 m averaging.

Occasional negative values of q are put to zero, especially
during BLLAST when very dry layers were observed. Sim-
ilarly, some unexpected large values of q were put to the
humidity saturated value provided by the RS. This occurred

during HyMeX SOP1 when moist conditions were frequently
encountered. This limitation enabled us to minimize the er-
ror accumulation in case of divergence of the integration. We
will provide illustrations of such situations in the following.

Another improvement consisted in testing different values
of the Hlim level in case of the presence of relative maxima in
radar reflectivity profiles. An example is provided in Fig. 2.
The C2

n profile in Fig. 2a shows three peaks. The dominant
peak at 902 m corresponds to the lower level of a cloud, since
q observed with the RS is saturated (the red solid and dashed
lines are superimposed in Fig. 2b). The double integration of
the radar data upward and downward to this level leads to the
radar profile of q illustrated in Fig. 2b (black line). Radar and
RS profiles agree up to 1500 m, but above this level the radar
and RS profiles deviate. In this specific case the downward
integration fails (below 3100 m). We recall that in the upper
part of the profile, the integration is performed from 4800 m
down to Hlim= 902 m. The combination of C2

n , ε and shear
measured by the radar fails to reproduce the discontinuity
present in the RS profile between 3100 and 2800 m. This may
be due to the spatial heterogeneity of the air mass, but there is
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Figure 2. Radar turbulence structure parameterC2
n (a, d) and humidity profiles (same details as in Fig. 1c) for different Hlim levels. Panels (b)

and (e) illustrate the WPR specific humidity profile (q-Radar) obtained considering the value of Hlim corresponding to the dominant C2
n peak

observed in panels (a) and (d), respectively. Panels (c) and (f) illustrate the WPR specific humidity profile obtained considering the value of
Hlim corresponding to a different relative maximum of the C2

n profile. In panels (b), (c), (e) and (f), the RS specific humidity profile (q-RS),
the saturation specific humidity profile (qsat-RS) obtained from RS pressure and temperature profiles, and the saturation specific humidity
profile (int-q-RS) obtained by integrating RS vertical gradient of refractivity (MRS) are shown. Panels (a), (b) and (c) are for the high mode
(vertical resolution 375 m, interpolated every 150 m), while panels (d), (e) and (f) are for the low mode (vertical resolution 150 m).

no specific ancillary information to prove it. Different values
of Hlim (1802 and 3452 m) were also tested, based on the
consideration of different peaks of the C2

n profile. The best
result is obtained when Hlim= 1802 m, which is the height
of the second peak from ground. The result is illustrated in
Fig. 2c. It shows a slight improvement of the agreement in
comparison to results shown in Fig. 2b, although the diver-
gence of the radar profile below 3100 m down to 2400 m is
still obvious. The transition at 1802 m does not correspond to
any marked transition in the RS humidity profile. This choice
probably improved the result due to its central location in the
profile.

Figure 2d to f illustrate the results for the same profile,
when the low mode is used instead of the high mode. In
this case, the vertical resolution of the radar measurements
is 150 m instead of 375 m. This can be checked on the C2

n

profile in Fig. 2d, which is not as smooth as in Fig. 2a.
The agreement between the radar and RS profiles of q is
slightly improved, but again not striking (Fig. 2f compared
with Fig. 2c).

Finally, another issue was raised by the choice of the ini-
tial conditions. We constrained the value of qo to be equal to
the RS observation at the same level. This level sometimes
coincided with a level of sharp humidity decrease, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3a at 3000 m or in Fig. 3c at 4400 m. This was

frequently the case at the upper boundary during BLLAST
since the range gate where the radar echoes vanished also
coincided with a sharp decrease of moisture. So we rectified
the initial value by hand, to avoid an accumulation of the er-
ror along the whole profile, as shown in Fig. 3, where the
humidity profiles prior (left column) and posterior (right col-
umn) to the correction are compared. We are well aware that
this manual correction could not be applied for an operational
purpose, but attempts to introduce this correction procedure
in a dedicated algorithm are currently underway.

4.2 Comparison between the RS and radar retrieved
humidity profiles

We gathered in Fig. 4 the results of the comparison between
the radar estimation of the humidity profile and the observed
RS humidity profiles for the three data sets in low mode. Pan-
els (a), (c), (e) and (g) show the scatter plots of radar vs.
radiosonde data, and panels (b), (d), (f) and (h) show the ver-
tical profile of the deviations between radiosonde and radar
data, all of them obtained from low mode data. The red line
in the scatter plots represents the linear regression line drawn
from the data, which can be compared to the slope 1 : 1,
i.e., the black line. HyMeX SOP1 data, the most numerous
in terms of number of profiles, were split into two graphs.
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Figure 3. Specific humidity profiles obtained for two different profiles from the BLLAST data set, using an automatic detection of the initial
specific humidity value (qo) at the level zo, where the integration is initialized (a, c) and through an adjustment of qo (b, d). The vertical
resolution is 75 m. Same details as in Fig. 1c.

Figure 4. (a, c, e, g) Scatterplots of radar versus RS specific humidity during June and July 2011 (BLLAST), September 2012 (HyMeX
SOP1), October 2012 (HyMeX SOP1) and February 2013 (HyMeX SOP2), respectively, with the linear regression line (in red) and the 1:1
slope line (in black). The R2 correlation coefficient of the regression is also specified. (b, d, f, h) Deviation profiles between the RS specific
humidity measurements and radar-based estimate for the above specified data sets ± the standard deviation. The mean bias and standard
deviation values for the whole dataset are reported, along with the maximum standard deviation value (g kg−1).
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Table 1. Correlation coefficient R2 of the linear regression between
radar and RS humidity values for the three data sets. Mean bias (RS
minus radar) and standard deviation for the whole dataset are also
specified, together with the largest standard deviation (SD) value
in the dataset. “lm” and “hm” stand for low mode and high mode,
respectively.

Dataset Mode R2 Mean bias Mean SD Max SD
coef. (g kg−1) (g kg−1) (g kg−1)

BLLAST lm 0.87 −0.07 0.82 1.49
hm 0.73 0.36 1.19 1.58

HyMeX lm 0.89 0.19 0.92 2.25
September hm 0.92 0.02 0.70 1.69
HyMeX lm 0.85 0.24 0.85 1.24
October hm 0.87 0.08 0.98 1.20
HyMeX lm 0.94 0.04 0.17 0.3
February hm 0.93 0.01 0.18 0.32

The vertical resolution of the BLLAST WPR measurements
is 3 times higher than the one characterizing HyMeX mea-
surements, which explains the larger sample size in Fig. 4a.
Results are also summarized in Table 1, where the high mode
has been added.

The best results are clearly those obtained during HyMeX
SOP2, since the correlation coefficient is exceeding 0.93,
the mean bias is 0.04 g kg−1 or smaller and the mean stan-
dard deviation is 0.18 g kg−1 or smaller. These successful re-
trievals are linked to the peculiar conditions of the HyMeX
SOP2 experiment (limited variability of the humidity con-
tent). So we cannot rely upon this example to assess the effec-
tiveness of our method. In most other cases, with the excep-
tion of the BLLAST data in high mode, the correlation coef-
ficient exceeds 0.8, the slope of the regression lines is close to
unity, the mean bias is equal or smaller than 0.24 g kg−1 and
the standard deviation is not exceeding 1 g kg−1 (Table 1).

We identified the reason why the BLLAST dataset gave
poorer results in high mode than in low mode. In high mode
these are 0.73, 0.36 g kg−1 and 1.19 g kg−1 for the correlation
coefficient, mean bias and standard deviation, respectively
(Table 1). These relatively lower-quality results are due to
the presence of thin layers of dry air (−300 m vertical depth)
that the radar fails to reproduce in high mode since its vertical
resolution (375 m) is not high enough.

The other results in Table 1 do not exhibit an outperfor-
mance at any of the two modes. Concerning the variability of
the error and its standard deviation along the vertical, we can-
not draw any general conclusion even if the HyMeX results
seem to be better (smaller bias, smaller standard deviation)
above 2500 m (Fig. 4d and f). The bias remains small and
similar for BLLAST within the whole profile.

To conclude, we consider that the method we propose
yields good radar profiles to start the processing at a finer
time resolution. Before getting the intermediate profiles, let

us examine the variety of calibration coefficients α2 that were
obtained for the three data sets.

4.3 Variability of the calibration coefficients

With the aim of comparing our estimates of the calibration
coefficient α2 in Eq. (16) with values found in literature and
studying its variability relative to the stability conditions, we
first considered the coefficients within each dataset, which
enabled us to avoid possible issues about the radar calibra-
tion. According to Eqs. (14) and (16) and considering the
same WPR, the variability in α2 should reflect the variabil-
ity of the ratio of the two outer scales Lw

Lφ
. Gossard et al.

(1998) expected this quantity to be dependent on the stabil-
ity conditions, at least inside the ABL, where the turbulence
is homogeneous. Small ratios should occur under stable con-
ditions, which would correspond to large α2 values, and the
opposite behavior under unstable conditions. To check this
hypothesis, we used the radiosonde data to get an estimation
of the stability conditions based on the gradient Richardson
number:

Ri =
g

θv

dθv
dz(

dV
dz

)2 , (19)

where θv is the virtual potential temperature. We chose
the BLLAST dataset, since summer conditions provide the
largest range of stability conditions. Figure 5a shows the cal-
ibration coefficients obtained from the BLLAST dataset in
low mode as a function of the stratification with a differen-
tiation of the lower part and upper part of the profiles, lo-
cated below and above Hlim, respectively. The color scale
indicates the hour of the day. During the (dry) convective
period of the day, the lowest portion of the profiles is ex-
pected to correspond to a mixed ABL, with Richardson num-
bers potentially negative in the surface layer and close to
zero above. The corresponding calibration coefficients can be
clearly identified in the bottom left corner of Fig. 5a. Smaller
values (below 0.01) are observed under unstable conditions,
in accordance with Gossard et al. (1998). However, a signif-
icant number of the coefficients corresponding to unstable
conditions are also located in the range of 0.03–0.5, where
most of the coefficients of the lower layer can be found (the
logarithmic mean of α2 in the lower layer is 0.11). In con-
trast, nighttime coefficients measured within the lower layer
(dark blue and orange circles) are preferentially large (> 0.5),
while the Richardson number can vary but is usually close to
or larger than 0.25, i.e., the critical value of the Richardson
number, indicating stable conditions. As expected, the upper
layers are slightly or clearly stable (squares). In this case the
logarithmic mean is 0.16, not far from the value observed
in the lower layer. According to VanZandt et al. (1978), the
variability of the coefficients in the upper part of the profiles
is linked to the variation of the filling factor and depends on
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the lapse rate of the free troposphere. Anyhow, this variabil-
ity (the squares span roughly 2 orders of magnitude) is less
marked than the variability due to the stability conditions of
the low layers (the circles span 4 orders of magnitude). The
average value of the calibration coefficients for BLLAST is
0.13, which is close to the lower boundary of coefficients
[0.26–1.11] proposed by Gossard et al. (1998).

The BLLAST coefficients obtained with the high mode are
not reported since we estimated they are not representative,
especially in the lower part of the profiles. First, the aver-
age of the transition levels (Hlim) is 1193 m a.g.l. in high
mode versus 928 m a.g.l. in low mode, and the distribution
is clearly shifted towards higher Hlim values in high mode,
which means that the transition level is certainly higher than
the boundary layer top in most cases. Second, we obtained
rather large values of the coefficients (6 values larger than
10) for the lower part of the profiles, which we attribute to
the poorer vertical resolution in high mode in an area of sharp
variations of the humidity.

The same analysis was applied to the HyMeX datasets
from which no clear result arose, during either SOP1 or
SOP2 (not shown). During HyMeX, the development of the
boundary layer was most of the time generated by mechan-
ical turbulence (due to the wind intensity or to the rough-
ness change at the sea–land transition). This can explain
why the gradient Richardson number is not a good indica-
tor of the variability in the calibration coefficients under the
HyMeX conditions. There is also no clear difference in the
HyMeX calibration coefficient values between the lower and
upper parts of the profiles, probably because moist convec-
tion equally affected all levels. Although the HyMeX radar
was calibrated (in low mode), the coefficient values deter-
mined during SOP1 were 3 times smaller than those found
during BLLAST. We artificially shifted the HyMeX calibra-
tion coefficients (by multiplying them by 3) to make the log-
arithmic average match in order to be able to compare the
variability. Results are illustrated in Fig. 5b in terms of up-
per layer versus lower layer α2 coefficients. As seen before,
due to the variability in stability conditions, BLLAST is char-
acterized by a larger span of lower layer coefficient values.
The calibration coefficient values determined during HyMeX
SOP1 and SOP2 span roughly 2 orders of magnitude in the
lower layers and 2 orders of magnitude in the upper layers on
each side of the 1 : 1 line.

The main conclusion we can draw from these results, com-
ing primarily from the BLLAST data, is the necessity of
distinguishing between the mixed layer and the free tropo-
sphere in case of unstable conditions in the low troposphere.
Figure 5b also suggests that the filling factor proposed by
VanZandt et al. (1978) for the upper layers does not vary
that much. This explains why some authors obtained satis-
fying results by using a constant calibration coefficient value
with VHF-band WPRs when sensing this portion of the at-
mosphere.

We propose an explanation for the different calibration co-
efficient values obtained during HyMeX SOP1 (0.04 on av-
erage) and BLLAST (0.13 on average). We recall that both
radars were calibrated. We assume that we can rely on this
calibration since (i) values of C2

n determined for BLLAST
in high mode are similar to those obtained in low mode and
(ii) the two calibrations, based on the rain gauge measure-
ments, are independent. During HyMeX SOP1, atmospheric
thermodynamic conditions were close to saturation most of
the time (as shown for example in Fig. 2c). Although we dis-
carded the rainy radar profiles when the rainfall affected the
whole air column, it is likely that isolated pockets of rainfall
may have locally increased the radar C2

n , which implies a de-
crease in α2. We checked the distributions of C2

n for the three
datasets and found that the logarithmic averages of C2

n (close
to the median values) are 1.4, 31 and 1.0× 10−14 m−2/3 for
BLLAST, HyMeX SOP1 and HyMeX SOP2, respectively,
which confirms the former hypothesis of higher C2

n values
(and consequently lower calibration coefficient values) for
the moist conditions during HyMeX SOP1. This disturbance
can in principle be considered as a limit in the application of
the method we propose, since the clear-air turbulence condi-
tions required for the application of Eq. (13) is not totally ful-
filled. However, we consider that, based on the good results
we obtained (see Fig. 4c and e), the method can be success-
fully applied to HyMeX SOP1.

5 Continuous humidity monitoring between
radiosonde observations

5.1 Method

Our objective in this section of the paper is to check whether
radar data can be successfully used to describe the detailed
structure of the low troposphere between two consecutive ra-
diosoundings, even if the latter are 6 or 12 hourly. The two
bordering soundings, called RS1 and RS2, are used as ini-
tial and final conditions. We first retrieved the radar humidity
profiles closest to RS1 and RS2 on the basis of the applica-
tion of the algorithm described in the previous sections. The
algorithm provides the values of Hlim and the calibration co-
efficients at the launching times of RS1 and RS2. RS1 and
RS2 also provided the initial and final bottom and top bor-
der conditions for q, which we interpolated at the radar times
(every 15 min). Pressure and temperature values were also
interpolated at the times between RS1 and RS2 (at all levels)
to provide θ and P present in Eq. (12) and also to constrain q
to the humidity saturated value based on the interpolation of
the RS data at the same time and level. In addition, the sign
ofM at each level was taken as the sign of the RS1 humidity
gradient at the same level for the first half of the period sep-
arating RS1 and RS2 and as that of RS2 for the second part
of the period. Finally, the radar calibration coefficients α2

were time-interpolated. In contrast, values of Hlim obtained
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Figure 5. (a) α2 calibration coefficients obtained with the BLLAST dataset in low mode as a function of the stratification estimated with the
gradient Richardson number. The results are divided into the lower (circles) and upper part (squares) of the ABL and shown as a function
of the time of the day (colored scale). (b) Scatterplot of the calibration coefficients α2 (high level versus low level) obtained with the
BLLAST and HyMeX datasets in low mode. The crosses correspond to the profiles measured during the potentially dry convective period,
i.e., 09:30–17:00 UTC.

Table 2. Parameters used to retrieve 15 min spaced vertical profiles of q in the time interval between two radiosoundings RS1 and RS2. Hlim
serves to apply the convenient calibration coefficient and to merge the two integrals.

Parameters used to calculate M2(z) in Eq. (16)

C2
n(t,z), ε(t,z),

dV (t,z)
dz : provided by the radar every 15 min

α2(t) lower layers: from a 15 min interpolation between the radar–RS1 and radar–RS2
calibration coefficients

α2(t) upper layers: from a 15 min interpolation between the radar–RS1 and radar–RS2
calibration coefficients

Parameters used to retrieve q(z) from Eq. (12)

θ(t,z), P(t,z): 15 min interpolated profiles from RS1 and RS2 θ(z) and P(z)
qo(t) bottom: 15 min interpolated q from RS1 and RS2 at the lower common level
qo(t) top: 15 min interpolated q from RS1 and RS2 at the upper common level
H lim(t): extracted from the radar C2

n profile every 15 min (usually the peak value)
constraint of sign of M at level z and time t : depends on the sign of M(z, t) (or humidity vertical gradient) for RS1 and RS2
q(t,z) saturated value (to constraint q(t,z)): from a 15 min interpolation of T (z) and P(z) between RS1 and RS2

from the radar data at the launching times of RS1 and RS2
were not interpolated. The radar provided an updated value
of Hlim and an updated vertical profile of M2 every 15 min
(through new C2

n , shear stress and ε profiles). Ultimately, us-
ing Eq. (12), the vertical profile of q may be retrieved at a
fine time resolution of 15 min. The choices for the parame-
ters just described are summarized in Table 2.

In case of several values of Hlim due to the presence of
several peaks in theC2

n profile obtained at time t , a continuity
criterion was used to select the appropriate value. This crite-
rion was applied to a variety of HyMeX case studies, which
frequently showed multiple layers with sharp humidity gra-
dients. In contrast, the C2

n profiles observed during BLLAST
exhibited a marked isolated peak that could be directly taken
as Hlim.

5.2 Some results

A first example of the results obtained during HyMeX is
shown in Fig. 6. RS1 and RS2 are 6 hourly and were chosen
to illustrate a case study, on 24 September 2012, when the
moist lower troposphere dries and a mixed boundary layer
develops. The RS1 humidity profile at 03:14 UTC is close
to saturation from 500 up to 2000 m (Fig. 6a), whereas the
RS2 profile at 09:00 UTC is drier and shows a mixed layer
with a depth of 1350 m and a constant q value of 8.4 g kg−1

(Fig. 6b). The humidity profiles retrieved by the radar be-
tween 03:14 and 09:00 UTC are represented with thin solid
lines in Fig. 6c, with the time being color coded. The dashed
lines are the corresponding saturated profiles calculated from
the profiles of P and T obtained by interpolating the data
from the two RS. The radar profiles gradually dry in the
lower levels and a mixed boundary layer develops from 07:14
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Figure 6. Vertical profiles of humidity measured during HyMeX on 24 September 2012: the radar and RS profiles used as time border
conditions are shown in panels (a) and (b) with the same details as in Fig. 1. These border conditions are reproduced in panels (c) and (d)
with the thick blue solid lines for RS1 (03:14 UTC) and red one for RS2 (09:00 UTC). Intermediate radar profiles (thin solid lines) and
corresponding saturated water vapor profiles (dashed lines) are presented in panel (c). Panel (d) shows the lidar humidity profiles (thin lines
with crosses), the radar ones (thin lines) and the humidity profiles resulting from a linear interpolation between RS1 and RS2 (dashed lines).

to 09:00 UTC, accompanied by a decrease in air temper-
ature (with a consequent decrease of q saturated between
RS1 and RS2 in Fig. 6c). In fact, the weak low-level wind,
which had blown from the south in the early morning, turned
gradually to northwesterly wind between the sunrise (around
05:00 UTC) and 06:14 UTC (not shown). The mist marine
layer was then replaced by a continental, cloud-free bound-
ary layer that could easily develop due to an increase in the
wind strength (15–20 m s−1) and to a larger surface–air tem-
perature contrast. The radar was particularly helpful to detect
the top of the mixed layer.

In Fig. 6d, we compare the radar humidity profiles (solid
lines) to the 15 min averaged profiles obtained with the lidar
at the same times (crosses) and to the humidity profiles cal-
culated from a linear interpolation of the RS1 and RS2 pro-
files (dashed lines). The first four lidar observations (between
03:14 and 04:59 UTC) are attenuated above 750 m because of
the presence of a cloud layer. In fact, atmospheric particles
can lead to antagonistic effects on the lidar beam: few and
scattered particles may lead to an increase of the backscat-
tered radiation, whereas dense particle ensembles, as those
found in a thick cloud, are usually characterized by large op-

tical thicknesses (> 1–2), which translates into laser beam at-
tenuation overwhelming particle backscattering. In the early
morning, the sharp decrease of the lidar signal above 750 m
in Fig. 6d clearly reveals the base of a thick cloud at 750 m.
As the air dries up with the time the lidar recovers its capac-
ity to cover the lower troposphere and the final lidar humidity
profiles are very close to the RS2 and radar profiles.

The representation in Fig. 6d hardly enables us to distin-
guish between the radar humidity and the humidity calcu-
lated from the RS interpolation. That is why we preferred to
show the same results with height–time cross sections of hu-
midity (Fig. 7). In this figure, we highlight with black dots
the levels characterized by saturation conditions. Due to the
difficulty to rely on the lidar humidity profiles measured un-
der saturated conditions, we superimposed on the lidar map
in Fig. 7a, the dots obtained with the RS data (the same as
those in Fig. 7c). The thick cloud remains over the lidar until
05:00 UTC. Simultaneously, the radar detects saturated val-
ues of q (Fig. 7b). After a short period of clear air, another
cloud is advected over the measurement site between 05:30
and 06:30 UTC, with a base at 1100 m, as indicated by the
lidar. This cloud is also captured by the radar, with saturated
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Figure 7. Time–height cross sections of q observed on 24 September 2012 by the lidar (a), calculated from the radar data (b) and interpolated
between RS1 and RS2 (c). The dots are for the radar saturated values in panel (b) and RS saturated values in panels (a) and (c).

values of q from 1500 to 2200 m, at 05:30 and 06:30 UTC.
After 05:00 UTC the lidar shows humidity values similar to
those measured by the radar and the RS in the low layers, al-
though the mixing of the boundary layer is best represented
by the radar and probably the most likely since it results from
an accurate measurement of the inversion height, which is
well marked by the Hlim transition. The moisture retrieved
by the radar exhibits a mixed boundary layer, whose depth in-
creases from 500 (at 07:00 UTC) to 1300 m (at 09:00 UTC)
and dries with the time.

With the following example (case study on 23 September
2012 from HyMeX SOP1), we extended the time separating
the two border radiosounding by choosing RS1 at 09:01 UTC
and RS3 at 20:31 UTC. This enabled us to use an inter-
mediate RS at 14:58 UTC, called RS2, and to compute the
radar profiles during three distinct periods, namely 09:01–
14:58 UTC (Fig. 8a, d, g and j), 14:58–20:31 UTC (Fig. 8b,
e, h and k) and 09:01–20:31 UTC (Fig. 8c, f, i and l). The
juxtaposition of the first two columns should give the third.
As expected, this is clearly the case for the lidar (Fig. 8d, e
and f) but is not so obvious for the interpolated RS (Fig. 8j,
k and l).

The RS bottom border conditions in Fig. 8l do not recre-
ate the drying that occurs at 500 m between 09:00 and
15:00 UTC (Fig. 8a and j; 12 down to 7 g kg−1) and the fol-
lowing moistening from 15:00 to 20:30 UTC. The saturated
areas (black dots) in panels (l) or (j) and (k) are not con-
sistent either. Remember that dots in this row indicate the
interpolated RS. In fact, the decrease in q at 500 m in panel
(j) widens the gap to the saturation, especially as the satu-
ration values climb due to the increase of temperature with
time. In contrast, the low-layer moistening from 15:00 to
20:30 UTC rapidly leads to saturation conditions, not at the
surface where the air is warm, but at a higher altitude of
1300 m (Fig. 8k around 16:00 UTC). A deeper cloud layer
appears around 18:00 UTC as testified by the RS interpola-
tion in panel (k). The thickening of the cloud layer occurs
later, around 19:30 UTC in panel (l). Consequently, a simple
interpolation within the 12 h interval between RS1 and RS3
seems unrealistic since it does not reflect the proper daytime

evolution of the low-level boundary conditions. This also in-
fluences the saturation conditions at the mid-level.

The comparison with the lidar enhances the difficulty for
the radiosoundings to describe the humidity fields under non-
steady atmospheric conditions. On 23 September 2012, a
strong convective line was active, far west of the site, extend-
ing from Iceland to the west of the Iberian Peninsula (this
convective line finally crossed the measurement site during
the following night). This frontal activity generated a pocket
of moist air in the lower layers that was advected by south-
easterly winds (150◦ at 500 m) over the western Mediter-
ranean sea, while it circumvented the Pyrenean mountains.
Another pocket of moist air was situated to the east of the
site due to some convective activity over Italy. Between these
two moist areas, there was a pocket of drier air that moved
according to the relative influence of the two convective ar-
eas on each side. Consequently, the measurement site, which
was located in this area, encountered varying moisture con-
ditions.

The lidar captures well the large humidity variability char-
acterizing the lower levels with large amounts of q (13–
14 g kg−1) in the time interval 09:30–13:30 UTC (Fig. 8d),
as a result of the influence of the western convective line,
and the drying of the lower layers in the time interval 13:30–
20:30 UTC (Fig. 8e), when the moisture pocket moved fur-
ther to the west. The 09:00 UTC RS that was launched dur-
ing a period of increasing moisture (12 g kg−1 between 500
and 800 m) is not able to capture the whole increase (unfor-
tunately the lidar data were missing at 09:00 UTC as indi-
cated by the blue vertical stripe from 09:00 to 09:45 UTC in
Fig. 8d). Consequently the radar, whose initial conditions are
based on the 09:00 UTC RS, fails to capture the large humid-
ity amounts characterizing the lower layers between 09:30
and 13:30 UTC (Fig. 8g).

Between 13:30 and 17:00 UTC, the radar estimations be-
low 1500 m are closer to the lidar measurements. Both instru-
ments indicate a top level of the moist layer varying between
1200 and 1500 m (Fig. 8d–e and g–h). Above this level, the
lidar beam is extinguished by the thick clouds. The detection
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Figure 8. Radar-based humidity profiles and humidity height–time cross sections for the 23 September HyMeX case study: from RS1
(09:02 UTC, blue solid line in a) to RS2 (14:59 UTC, red solid line in a), from RS2 (blue, b) to RS3 (20:58 UTC, red solid line in b) and
from RS1 (blue, c) to RS3 (red, c). First row is for the radar profiles (same details as in Fig. 6), second for the height–time humidity of the
lidar, third for the radar and fourth for the interpolated RS. The dots in the last three rows demarcate the saturated values as in Fig. 7.

of this transition level is facilitated, for the radar, by its being
marked by a large wind shear which favors the C2

n increase.
Between 17:00 and 18:30 UTC, the radar and the lidar

both detect higher humidity amounts in an intermediate layer
between 800 and 1500 m or 500 and 1100 m, respectively
(Fig. 8e and h). Within this layer, the radar shows saturated
values close to the levels where the interpolated RS val-

ues are saturated, but limited between 17:00 and 18:30 UTC.
The radar humidity values are also consistent with the lidar
values. Between 16:00 and 18:30 UTC, the radar detects a
cloud in the vertical region 2000–2500 m (Fig. 8b and h).
A cloud is also well visible in the particle backscatter field
(not shown) obtained by the lidar. The particle backscatter
data at 1064 nm are able to properly reveal both aerosol lay-
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Figure 9. Same as in Fig. 7 for 26 September 2012.

ers and cloud/precipitation particles. Specifically, hydrom-
eteors evaporating/sublimating before reaching the ground
are observed (as vertical thin stripes) between 17:30 and
19:00 UTC in the vertical region 0.5–1.2 km.

Finally, if we now consider the capacity of the radar to re-
trieve the humidity variability during the whole period from
09:00 to 20:30 UTC (Fig. 8i), we must recognize that the
radar fails to reproduce the lidar data (Fig. 8f), with the ex-
ception of the transition level around 1400 m, between 13:00
and 20:30 UTC. The cloud mentioned previously is unfor-
tunately not seen, probably due to the erroneous calibration
coefficients imposed by the too large interval separating the
two bordering RS.

The 23 September 2012 case study showed that, for chang-
ing conditions near the surface (that are not typical of a clas-
sical diurnal cycle evolution) and 12-hourly radiosoundings,
both the combined radar–RS algorithm and the simple time
interpolation between two radiosoundings fail to reproduce
the detailed structure of the humidity in the low troposphere,
essentially because of a lack of documentation of the evolu-
tion of the humidity at the first radar gate. As stated before,
the data from a ground station would not have been helpful
due to the variability between the surface and the first radar
gate (see for instance Fig. 8e). In contrast, when the time
interval between the two RS was reduced to 6 h, the radar
proved to be able to retrieve the humidity amounts measured
by the lidar and the presence of a cloud in the intermediate
layers.

Another example to illustrate the performance of the radar-
based approach with respect to a RS interpolation and the
lidar measurements is shown in Fig. 9. RS1 and RS2 on
26 September 2012 are 6 hourly. Both show clear air and
a regular reduction of the humidity content with the height
(Fig. 9c). In fact, a pocket of moister air occurred between the
two RS at 03:00 and at 09:00 UTC that is well observed with
the lidar (Fig. 9a) and partly retrieved by the radar (Fig. 9b),
with local saturated values. Even if the radar retrieval shows
a few erroneous profiles (04:30, 05:30, perhaps 07:00 and
07:30 UTC, etc.), the radar documentation is necessary to de-
tect the morning moistening of the air.

6 Conclusions

We demonstrated in the first four sections of this paper that
although WPRs, with their first three moments, measure es-
sential parameters for the determination of the vertical hu-
midity gradient, the radar data cannot be used to retrieve the
vertical profiles of humidity independently from other sen-
sors’ data. To obtain the profiles, we applied a method al-
ready proposed by Tsuda et al. (2001), which consists in us-
ing a combined retrieval algorithm exploiting WPR measure-
ments supported by RS observations at a coarser frequency.
This algorithm is based on several approximations and as-
sumptions that proved to be appropriate since the accuracy
of the results we obtained did not exceed 0.25 g kg−1 (mean
bias between q radar and q RS). To obtain these results, we
improved the algorithm proposed by Tsuda et al. (2001) by
using a key parameter from the radar, which is the level of the
reflectivity peak value, Hlim, to split the calculations in two
parts, with two different calibration coefficients accounting
for two distinct vertical regions of different turbulence char-
acteristics. The introduction of this level also mitigated the
errors by replacing a long integration by two shorter ones.

After assessing the algorithm at the time of the RS obser-
vations, we applied it between two RS profiles to obtain hu-
midity profiles at a finer time resolution and to check the per-
formance of the combined algorithm with respect to a simple
RS time interpolation. We used, when available, simultane-
ous lidar data to assess the results. The set of data that en-
abled this comparison was collected during a period seldom
characterized by the presence of clear-sky conditions, while
cloudy conditions prevailed (HyMeX SOP1). In the presence
of clouds, the lidar beam is rapidly attenuated above cloud
base, so that the assessment can only be made in the lower
portion of the profiles.

We obtained some satisfactory results, provided that the
time separating the two boundary RS did not exceed 12 h.
However, we also encountered some hindrances that make
the method hard to apply in an entirely automatic way due to
the assumptions we made. These difficulties are summarized
below:
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– The most restrictive issue is the one associated with
the border conditions (bottom and top). The method
assumes that they vary linearly between the two RSs,
which is not always true. If the border conditions are not
well defined (for instance at a level of strong moisture
gradient), the error may propagate and become large at
the Hlim level. Additionally, the resulting profiles can
easily move apart, towards the two constraining bor-
ders: either towards 0 g kg−1 as the minimum value or
towards the saturated moisture content as the maximum
value.

– Although pressure and temperature are secondary pa-
rameters in the algorithm, so that their estimate does
not need to be as accurate as the border conditions, the
profiles for these parameters have to be provided. These
two parameters are also used to constrain the computed
humidity values to the saturation q. We used a linear in-
terpolation of the two border RS to get the intermediate
P and T profiles. Alternatively, these profiles could be
provided by models, which are usually more reliable for
pressure and temperature than they are for humidity.

– The constraint on the sign of the humidity gradient is
also an issue that can hardly be solved by a simple in-
terpolation or a continuity constraint in time. Some au-
thors constrain their results with GPS measurements of
the integrated water content. This approach failed with
our data set.

– We highlighted the necessity of calibrating the verti-
cal gradient of radar refractivity, with calibration coef-
ficients likely to vary in time and space. This revealed
to be helpful, but in this case a simple interpolation be-
tween the initial and final coefficients could be too large
an approximation. However, the detection of the transi-
tion level between the boundary layer and the free tro-
posphere was definitely helpful.

Finally, we demonstrated that the combined RS–radar al-
gorithm used to retrieve the humidity profiles outperforms
a simple interpolation of the RS observations. The radar is
especially skilled at determining the evolution of the tran-
sition layers, which is usually an issue when using other
remote-sensing measurements such as radiometer measure-
ments. However, the present method should be used with
caution and is probably more adequate for post-processing
of a dataset for scientific purpose than for a blind use in an
automatic platform.
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